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EDITOR’S COLUMN 

 
India has signed the historic Paris climate agreement along with more than 170 nations, 

marking a significant step that has brought together developing and developed nations for working on 

putting a cap on greenhouse gas emissions to neutralise global warming. India, while maintaining that 

the burden of fighting climate change cannot be put on the shoulders of the poor after decades of 

industrial development by the rich nations, has announced plans to raise its renewable power capacity 

to 175 gigawatts by 2022. India seeks to add 100 gigawatts of photovoltaic capacity, 60 gigawatts of 

wind power, 10 gigawatts of biomass and five gigawatts of hydro projects. The commitment to add 

100 gigawatts of solar energy requires a lot of spade work by the geoscientific professionals, on 

making the raw materials available to the manufacturers of solar panels. 

One of the critical metals used in the making of solar panels is Indium. A copper Indium 

Gallium Selenide solar (CIGS) cell is a thin-film solar cell, used to convert sunlight into electric 

power. It is manufactured by depositing a thin layer of Copper, Indium, Gallium and Selenide on 

glass, and suitable electrodes to collect the current. Other raw materials for PV (photo-voltaic) 

technologies are cadmium telluride and amorphous silicon. Indium is also a vital element in several 

other electronic appliances. Another Indium compound - Indium tin oxide (ITO) - is an optoelectronic 

material that is applied widely for many applications, such as flat-panel displays, smart windows, 

polymer-based electronics and thin film photovoltaics. ITO is also used to make transparent 

conductive coating for displays such as liquid crystal displays, flat panel displays, plasma displays, 

touch panels, and electronic ink applications. Flat panel display sector consumes over 70% of the 

world output of Indium. 

The abundance of Indium in the earth's crust is estimated to be 0.05 ppm for the continental 

and 0.072 ppm in the oceanic crust (Taylor and Mclennan 1985). This concentration is higher than the 

concentration of silver. Indium occurs as sakuraiite, roquesite, laforetite, but the majority of Indium is 

contained as an impurity in sphalerite, tin and copper sulphides as studied in Japan. The Japanese 

islands are accretionary terrains intruded by various deep oxidized magmas (Ishihara 2006). Indium is 

also now being extracted and recovered from base metal concentrates containing as little as 100 ppm 

of Indium. Due to the higher Indium prices and improving recovery process technology, these tailings 

and slags are now economical to treat. Higher Indium prices now make it economically viable for 

smelters to invest in development studies and equipment, to increase the yields and capacities.  

Similar to Indium, Gallium is the result of an extraction process. There are no primary 

Gallium mines. Gallium is extracted from bauxite as part of the bauxite-alumina-aluminum refining 

flow, which most commonly utilises the Bayer process. By all accounts, bauxite is plentiful in the 

earth's crust and is widely distributed geographically and politically. Only a small portion (less than 

10%) of the potentially available Gallium in the bauxite is actually extracted. Chaudhuri et al (1965) 

have observed that average Ga content obtained is 60 ppm in some bauxite deposits in India and a 

close association of Ga with Ti has been indicated.  

We have base metal slags, sphalerite deposits and huge deposits of bauxite in India. That 

gives some hope for locating Gallium and Indium to keep the promises we have made to the global 

community to fight global warming. 

 

Dr B M Faruque 

Editor 
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ABSTRACT 

In India today 59% of the total energy comes from coal, 17% from major hydropower, natural gas 

9%, nuclear power 2%, 12 % from the renewable source. One estimate shows that the pollution load 

from 1 MW Indian coal based thermal power generation amounts to~19 tons of CO2/ day/ MW. 

Carbon dioxide, a green house gas should be considered as a pollutant if the emission concentration 

is higher than its natural range of occurrence in the atmosphere. The recorded forest area of the state 

is 58,136km2 (37.33% of the geographic area) but the forest cover in the state based on satellite data 

interpretation is 48,855 km2 (48, 855, 00ha) 31.38% of the geographic area. The mean estimates of 

GHG neutralization potential of the forests in Odisha is about 150 million tonnes. Unless effective 

steps are taken to neutralize the GHG, the situation in future will be dangerous. There is need to 

implement intensive and extensive plantations, other avenues of GHG emission reduction and 

neutralization. Change over to renewable energy source should be planned on a long term basis in 

accordance with the international and national policy. Climate change may be found by shifting 

energy requirement from fossil fuels to renewable energy such as solar, wind, hydrogen, biomass 

gasification etc, and by increasing the Carbon sequestration potential of forests, oceans and soil. 

Introduction 

Climate change is a serious global 

environmental issue. The matter is being 

discussed in many fora organized by United 

Nations Organization and the most important 

one is the Paris conference held in December, 

2015. Considering the requirements of 

different nations and the scientific findings, 

the consensus was to adopt mitigation 

measures so that the average atmospheric 

temperature increase is restricted to less than 

2°C, preferably less than 1.5°C by 2030 AD. 

Answer to counter climate change may be 

found by shifting energy requirement from 

fossil fuels to renewable energy such as solar, 

wind, hydrogen, biomass gasification etc, and 

by increasing the Carbon sequestration 

potential of forests, oceans and soil (UNEP, 

2007). 

Electricity sector in India had an installed 

capacity of 2,53,389 MW (59% thermal 

~149500 MW) by the end of August, 2014. 

With 4.8% global share in electricity 

generation, India became the world's third 

largest producer of electricity in the year 2013. 

Renewable Power Plants (wind, solar, biomass 

gasification etc) account for about 12.45% 

only of total installed capacity (Figure-1). 

Sources of Electricity in India 

As per the data in the diagram, 59% of the 

total energy in India comes from coal, 17% 

from major hydropower, natural gas 9%, 

nuclear power 2%, 12 % from the renewable 

source. The breakup of 12% Renewable 

Energy source is: small hydro (3804 MW), 

wind power (21136 MW), solar power (2132 

MW), biomass power/co-generation (4014 

MW), waste-to-power (107 MW). It is clear 

that coal is the main source of energy in India. 

The planned additional thermal power 

generation capacity excluding renewable 

power during the remaining period of the 12th 

plan period (up to March, 2017) is 90,925 MW 

(Central Electricity Authority, Ministry of 

Power of Government of India. June 2014).  

Thus by march, 2017, electricity generation 

mailto:email:%20mcdash1939@gmail.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_energy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_energy
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amounts to about 3,44,314 (2,53,389 MW plus 

90,925 MW), of which 2,40,425 MW 

(69.82%) from fossil fuel based thermal 

power.  

 

Figure-1: Sources of electricity in India 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sources_of_electricity_by_InstalledCapacity_2013.png) 

The International Energy Agency estimates 

India will add between 600 Giga Watts (GW) 

to 1,200 GW of additional new power 

generation capacity before 2050 (Uwe Remme 

et al, February 2011). 

The technologies and fuel sources may make 

significant impact to India’s resource usage 

and environmental issues (Centre for Energy-

Environment Resources Development, 

Thailand, January, 2009). 

Green House Gas and Pollution Load in the 

atmosphere due to Thermal Power 

One estimate (Dash, 2010, Paribesh Samachar, 

2010) shows that the pollution load from 1 

MW Indian coal based thermal power 

generation amounts to: 

~ 19 tons of CO2/day/ MW 

> 136 kg of SO2/ day/MW 

> 7 tons of fly ash/ day/MW 

> 60 Kg of particulate matter/ day/MW 

Most of the thermal power plants have 

installed Electrostatic Precipitators (ESP) and 

installed AAQs and the data is fed to the 

server of State Pollution Control Board. But 

there is no regulation to limit CO2 emission. 

Besides there is a cumulative effect of the 

emissions of pollutants and CO2 in an area if 

the thermal power plants are located with close 

proximity to each other. 

Thermal Power Energy sector 

Thermal power plants convert energy rich 

fossil fuels such as coal, natural gas, petroleum 

products, and biomass such as agricultural 

waste, domestic trash/waste, etc. into 

electricity. India's electricity sector consumes 

about 72% of the coal produced in the country. 

The high ash content in coal affects the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Energy_Agency
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sources_of_electricity_by_InstalledCapacity_2013.png
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thermal power plant’s emissions in India. 

Therefore, India's Ministry of Environment 

and Forests has mandated the use of 

beneficiated coals whose ash content has been 

reduced from about 45% to 34% (or lower) in 

power plants in urban, ecologically sensitive 

areas. Coal benefaction industry has rapidly 

grown in India; with current capacity 

exceeding 90 million tons. Coal beneficiation 

creates water pollution unless scientifically 

managed. One MW generates about 19 tonnes 

of CO2 per day. Hence 1000 MW generates 

about 6.935 million tonnes of CO2/year. India 

generates 2,40,425 MW (2017, March) 

thermal power annually and GHG (CO2) 

generation is about 1667.55million tonnes. 

Odisha is generating ~ 16,556 MW thermal 

power from various sources (Table-2). The 

coal ash production is about 28.5831 million 

tonnes (SPCB, Odisha) and its disposal is a big 

problem. The estimated GHG emission from 

thermal power plants is ~115 million tonnes, 

which is ~ 7% of India’s emissions from this 

sector.  

Zone wise Angul-Talcher and Dhenkanal 

generates 53% (about 8,875 MW), Sambalpur-

Jharsuguda and Rourkela region generates 

about 35% (about 5,795 MW) and coastal 

districts generate about 10.5% (about 

1,740MW) of the total thermal power. 

Accordingly, Angul-Talcher and Denkanal 

region emits about 61.6 million tonnes of 

GHG (CO2) per year, Sambalpur-Jharsuguda 

and Rourkela region generates about 40.2 

million tonnes of GHG (CO2), and the coastal 

districts generate about 12.1 million tonnes of 

GHG from thermal sector.  Besides, GHG 

emissions occur from other industries (Steel, 

Sponge Iron, Ferro-Chrome, Aluminum 

smelter, etc and transport of all forms, truck, 

bus, car, auto, two wheelers, aeroplane, vessels 

use fossil fuels as energy source. The GHG 

emission from these sources is not less than 

500 million tonnes per year (Dash, 2010). 

Sink potential from forest source 

Forest vegetation acts as sink to GHG and 

Table-1 gives the forest and tree cover in 

India. 

Odisha has geographical area of 1,55,707 km
2
, 

which constitutes 4.74% area of the country. 

The recorded forest area of the state is 58,136 

km
2
 (37.33% of the geographic area) but the 

forest cover in the state based on satellite data 

interpretation is 48,855 km
2
 (4,83,55,00 ha), 

i.e 31.38% of the geographic area (Dash ed., 

2006). In terms of forest canopy density 

classes, Orissa has 7,073 km
2
 very dense 

forest, 21,394 km
2
 moderately dense forest and 

20,388 km
2
 open forest (FSI, 2009). 

 

Table-1: Forest and tree cover of India (FSI, 2009) 

Class Area 

(million Ha) 

% of Geog 

Area 

 

VDF (Very Dense Forest) 8.35 2.54 Note: 55.51 million ha lies < 1000 m 

11.67 m. ha < 1000 to 3000 m and 

1.91 m. ha < 3000 m altitude. 

MDF (Medium Dense Forest) 31.90 9.71 

OF (Open Forest) 28.84 8.77 

Total Forest Cover 69.09 21.02 

Tree Cover  09.28 02.82 (Tree patches < 1 ha with canopy 

density > 10%) 

Total Forest and Tree Cover 78.37 23.84  

Non-forest: Scrub 04.15 01.26  

Non-forest 255.49 77.72  

Total G.A. 328.73 100  
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In field condition in 40-50 year old forest of 

tropical-subtropical and temperate regions, the 

annual growth on dry weight basis (NPP) 

would be about 13-30 tonnes/ year/ ha in mid 

latitudes and below 2000 m altitude (Lieth, 

1972, 1977, Singh & Joshi, 1979, Dash, 2010) 

and considering 40 % of the NPP as carbon 

(C) (Kishwan et al, 2009), the value comes to 

5.2 to 12 tonnes of NPP-C per ha (Table-2).

 

Table-2: District wise forest cover in Odisha in 2007 and Green House Gas (GHG) mitigation 

potential (million tonnes). (Area in km
2
, (1 km

2
=100 ha) 

 

District GA TF Cover 

(% of GA) 

GHG Absorption Potential 

Net Primary Production 

Angul 6,375 2,669 (41.47) 5.07-11.70 

Baleswar 3,806 301 (7.91) 0.57-11.7 

Bargarh 5,837 897 (15.37) 1.7-3.95 

Bhadrak 2,505 24 (0.96) 0.046-0.105 

Balangir 6,575 934 (14.21) 1.77-4.11 

Boudh 3,098 1,255 (40.51) 2.38-5.52 

Cuttack 3,932 659 (16.76) 1.25-2.90 

Deogarh 2,940 1,341 (45.61) 2.54-5.90 

Denkanal 4,452 1,344 (30.19) 2.55-5.91 

Gajapati 4,325 2,485 (57.46) 4.7-10.93 

Ganjam 8,206 1,965 (23.95) 3.73-8.64 

Jagatsinghpur 1,668 22 (1.32) 0.042-0.097 

Jajpur 2,899 255 (8.80) 0.484-1.121 

Jharsuguda 2,081 300 (14.42) 0.57-1.32 

Kalahandi 7,920 2,306 (29.12) 4.38-10.14 

Kendrapara 2,644 194 (07.34) 0.369-0.853 

Keonjhar 8,303 3,229 (38.89) 6.135-14.20 

Kandhamal 8,021 5,484 (68.37) 10.42-24.12 

Khurdha 2,813 375 (13.33) 0.712-1.65 

Koraput 8,807 1,678 (19.05) 3.19-7.38 

Malkangiri 5,791 2,195 (37.90) 4.17-9.65 

Mayurbhanj 10,418 3,990 (38.30) 7.58-17.55 

Nawapara 3,852 1,237 (32.1) 2.35-5.44 

Nawrangapur 5,291 1,135 (21.41) 2.16-4.98 

Nayagarh 3,890 1,666 (42.83) 3.165-7.33 

Puri 3,479 95 (02.73) 0.180-0.418 

Rayagada 7,073 3,126 (44.20) 5.939-13.75 

Sambalpur 6,657 3,307 (49.68) 6.283-14.54 

Sonepur 2,337 324 (13.86) 0.61-1.42 

Sundargarh 9,712 4,063 (41.83) 7.72-17.9 

Total 1,55,707 48,855 (31.38) 92.82-214.89 

(Mean=153.85 million tonnes) 
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This in terms of CO2 sequestration (3.68 

tonnes of carbon dioxide = 1 tonne of carbon), 

amounts to about 19 - 44 tonnes of CO2, which 

might have been used.  

This estimation is significantly higher than the 

estimation made in FSI report. One hectare 

forest may possess about 1000 trees of about 

40-50 year old. Thousand trees hold 19-44 

tonnes of CO2 in NPP (average 19-44 kg CO2 

per tree per year).  

Out of 30 districts, only 12 districts of Odisha 

have forests cover exceeding the National 

target of 33% forest cover for each district. 

Another 4 districts have forest cover 

exceeding 23.8% but less than 33% and 14 

districts have forest cover less than 23.8%. 

Some districts such as Bhadrak, Jagatsinghpur 

and Puri have forest cover of less than 5% and 

districts such as Baleswar, Kendrapara and 

Jajpur have forest cover less than 10% of the 

geographical area of the district (Dash, 2006). 

These are important districts from industrial 

development point of view. The GHG sink 

potential is negligible in these districts. GHG 

absorption may be about 150 million tonnes by 

the forests of Odisha. Thus there is a wide gap 

between GHG emission and GHG absorption 

leading to atmosphere warming and hence 

protection of OF, MDF & VDF is must and 

large scale plantation is required. 

CONCLUSION 

Deforestation is one of the largest contributors 

to climate change. The Amazon forest released 

20 billion tonnes of moisture every day, 

helping to water crops around the world. 

Healthy rainforests absorb about 10% of 

men’s carbon emissions every year. 

Deforestation releases more CO2 than all the 

transport. Saving the forested, especially 

rainforests will be an essential first step. Five 

million hectares of tropical forests, larger than 

the size of England, are lost every year.  

That the situation in India for forest 

conservation is improving is a very positive 

situation (FSI, 2009). However the situation in 

all states is not the same. Constant effort to 

conserve forests and to create public 

awareness is required. Planting trees and 

increasing tree and forest cover is key to 

increase sink area. Arresting climate change 

will require transforming the global economy 

from a high carbon to low carbon energy base. 

High carbon base include coal and petroleum. 

Low carbon base is corn oil, Jatropha oil, 

Biomass gasification. No carbon base is solar, 

wind, hydroelectricity, hydrogen and nuclear. 

For sustainable development and to prevent 

climate change, switching over to eco-friendly 

energy source on a large scale is urgently 

required to address the situation. Generation of 

energy from the alternative energy sources 

should get top priority. There should be rider 

on consumerism if we want to leave some 

resources for the future generations and make 

the earth habitable for them.  

Regulatory measures 

Carbon dioxide, a green house gas is not 

considered as a pollutant in India and in most 

of the countries. It should be considered as a 

pollutant if the emission concentration is 

higher than its natural range of occurrence in 

the atmosphere. Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA) in USA has declared carbon 

dioxide as a pollutant and has brought it under 

environmental regulatory provisions (Raha 

and Mishra, 2009). The mean estimates of 

GHG neutralization potential of the forests in 

Odisha is about 150 million tonnes. Unless 

effective steps are taken to neutralize the 

GHG, the situation in future will be dangerous. 

There is need to implement intensive and 

extensive plantations, other avenues of GHG 

emission reduction and neutralization. The 

state’s policy of concentrating of thermal 

power plants in Angul-Dhenkanal area and 

Jharsuguda-Ib valley area require immediate 

review. 
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Fresh water availability is another important 

aspect. There will be emission of huge amount 

of other pollutants and huge generation of fly 

ash in these districts. About 28.5 million 

tonnes of fly ash is generated per year in 

Odisha. As per official record, about 59 % is 

utilised in low land filling, road construction 

and brick preparation (SPCB, Odisha, 2017). 

Changeover to renewable energy source 

should be planned for a long term basis in 

accordance with the international and national 

policy. 
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Abstract 

 

The vast resources of iron ores of Odisha are almost confined to the Iron Ore Supergroup of 

north Odisha excepting one patch in south Odisha around Hirapur area of Nawarangpur 

district. The iron ores are deposited amidst the granite stretch between the Eastern Ghats 

(western) boundary and Bastar Craton. The iron ore along with banded iron formation occur 

on the Hirapur hill top in almost E-W trend and remain as a patchy occurrence in the region. 

The iron ore deposit is confined to a synclinal basin over amphibolites base and intruded by 

younger granite. The major iron litho types are banded hematite quartzite, banded magnetite 

quartzite, banded magnetite grunerite and iron ores of massive, laminated, limonitic and 

lateritic type. Martitisation, goethitisation and limonitisation are found to be the common 

processes to evolve the present litho assemblage in the area. The area has been accessed for 

the first time from the academic side to illuminate the first hand report on the iron ore 

deposit. 

 

Key words: Petrography, iron ore deposit, Hirapur  

Introduction 

 

Odisha acquires an important place in the 

mineral map of India due to its vast 

mineral deposits. Among various mineral 

resources, iron ore dominate the mineral 

scenario of Odisha. Odisha is the highest 

iron producing state in the country. 

Almost all the iron ore deposits of Odisha 

are confined to the Iron Ore Supergroup of 

north Odisha excepting one patch in 

Hirapur area of Nawrangpur district in 

south Odisha (Beura, 2006). Hirapur Iron 

Formation is located in Umarkote Tahasil 

of Nawrangpur district and juxtaposed to 

the Bastar district of Chhattisgarh. 

Geologically it remains in the transition 

zone between granulite facies of Eastern 

Ghats rocks in the east and amphibolites 

facies cratonic rock in the west (Gupta and 

Bhattacharya, 1998), and is surrounded  by 

the unclassified granites (Mahalik and 

Nanda, 2006). According to Neogi and 

Das (2000) meta iron formation is 

recorded in the transitional zone between 

Eastern Ghats Mobile Belt (EGMB) and 

Bastar Craton (BC) within the migmatitic 

gneisses and leptynites. They further 

suggested that these represent 

metamorphosed iron-rich sediments 

because of regular banding and distinct 

mineralogical assemblages. The 

transitional zone is described by Nanda 

and Pati (1989) to be distinct from the EG 

and transitional to the craton. It is situated 

about 635 km away from the state capital. 

It comes under the Toposheet No.65 I/2 

and is bounded by latitude 1935’00’’-

1937’00’’N and longitude 8205’00’’-

8211’45’’ E and covers an area of about 

80 sq. km. 

The iron ore deposits and associated rocks 

belong to Bengpal series, which is very 

similar to the Bailadila iron ore series 

(Acharya,1976). Iron ore in the study area 

is found in close association with 

metabasic rocks. In Hirapur area iron ore 

mailto:debanandabeura@rediffmail.com
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deposit is mainly confined to peaks and 

plateaus of two hill ranges namely the 

Podaguda hill and Saheb Dungry hill. 

Ferruginous/ aluminous laterites are found 

to cap the main deposit on the top. The 

iron ore is found on the northern slope and 

occurs as a layer of about 2 m thickness in 

the weathered horizon of metabasic rocks. 

The litho units in the study area trend in E-

W direction, dipping steeply towards south 

at an angle of 55-57. The ore minerals 

include goethite, hematite, magnetite and 

limonite. It has been roughly estimated 

that Umarkote iron ore deposit is 10 

million tonnes up to a depth of 16.5 metre 

(Ghosh, 1941). According to him the 

quality of iron ore in the eastern sector is 

of superior grade and towards the west the 

quality decreases. 

Geology 

The geological setup of iron ore deposits 

of Hirapur area remains very similar to the 

Archaean granitic terrain of Bastar 

(Crookshank, 1938) The important litho 

types of the area are amphibolite and 

banded ferruginous quartzite (with iron 

ore). According to Crookshank (1938) 

these types of metasedimentary and 

metavolcanic rocks occurring in granite 

and gneiss of peninsular India have the 

close Dharwarian affinity. Ghosh (1941) 

first investigated the area and on the basis 

of preliminary survey estimated a reserve 

of 10 million tonnes of iron ore upto a 

depth of 16.5 m. Later Chatterjee (1948) 

while reporting on the proposed B.N.R. 

alignment in the earstwhile G. P., Odisha 

and Eastern States Union, attempted to 

assess the geology and economic 

importance of the area. Ghosh (1941) 

conducted the systematic geological 

mapping in the adjoining Bastar district of 

erstwhile Madhya Pradesh and Jeypore 

state. The lithology of Hirapur iron ore 

formation is very similar to the Bailadila 

iron ore series that comprises BHQ, 

grunerite quartzite, ferruginous phyllite 

and white quartzite (Crookshank, 1963). 

Iron ore occurs in association with banded 

hematite quartzite, banded ferruginous 

quartzite and ferruginous schist on the top 

of Hirapur hill and its northern margin 

along Podaguda and Saheb Dungri hills. 

The most widespread litho unit of Hirapur 

hill is amphibolites with variable texture 

and structure. The banded iron formation 

along with iron ore bodies occupy the 

peak portion of the north central part of 

main Hirapur hill stretching in east-west 

direction (Fig-1). Amphibolites are 

extensively developed in the southern and 

south eastern part of the iron formation. In 

the northern flank they occur as isolated 

and discontinuous bodies. Banded 

hematite quartzite, banded magnetite 

quartzite, banded ferruginous quartzite and 

schists are the important members of the 

BIF exhibiting alternate light and dark 

bands of siliceous and ferruginous 

materials of variable thickness (Fig-2, A-

D). The iron ore minerals include 

hematite, magnetite goethite, specularite 

and limonite. Granites cut across the 

amphibolites and the iron formation and 

are exposed in the form of small mounds, 

both to the north and south of the main hill 

range. 

Iron ore bodies are abundant in occurrence 

and mostly surficially disposed in the 

Hirapur hill top and plateau regions. 

Broadly the iron ores are categorized into 

three groups such as (i) massive variety, 

(ii) silicious variety, and (iii) laterite 

variety. The common ore types found 

under these categories are hard massive, 

massive laminated, lateritic and conga/ 

goethitic (Fig-3, A-D). Massive ores are 

hematitic variety having limonite and 

goethite and few grains of quartz often 

occupying interspaces of conchoidal 

fractures. They are patchy in occurrence 

and mostly available in the eastern part of 
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the central sector and in the eastern slope 

of the main Hirapur peak. The western 

part is almost occupied with the soft and 

friable siliceous type. The area envisages 

the degradation of quality of the iron ore 

from east to west due to enrichment of 

siliceous and shaly material. Here the iron 

ore appears as banded ferruginous 

quartzite. The cavernous lateritic ores are 

mostly found in the hill tops. Field 

photographs of some iron ore type with 

their characters are given in figure-4. 

 

Fig-1: Geological map of Hirapur Iron Formation 

 

The study area trends in E-W direction 

and is dipping steeply towards south at an 

angle of 55- 57. The rocks are folded on 

E-W axial plane and plunges at medium 

angle towards west. Bedding and banding 

are well observed in BHQ/ BMQ 

suggesting primary depositional features 

(Fig.2, C and D).  

Based on the field relationship among 

lithosomes and their spatial dispositions 

the stratigrphay of the area is as follows. 

 

 

Recent 

 

Soil 

Laterite 

 

Archaean Granite gneiss 

Iron-ore 

BIF-Quartzite, banded magnetite quartzite, ferruginous schist 

Amphibolite massive & schistose variety. 

Granite gneissic complex 
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Fig-2: A: Banded Hematite Quartzite. It is coarsely banded, consisting of alternative bands of 

hematite (dark colour) and quartzite (light colour) rich layers. B: Thin quartzite bands 

in BHQ. Hematite has been altered to limonite. C: Well developed bedding in BHQ/ 

BMQ. Iron bands are thick and quartzite show thin banding. D: Irregular bandings in 

BHQ with respect to thickness and rhythmicity showing various primary sedimentary 

features. 

  

  
Fig-3: A: Massive hematitic ore. The surface has been tarnished with iron hydroxide. B: Soft 

limited iron ore showing thin lamination in the southwestern part. C: Lateritic iron ore 

showing porous and spongy features. D: Limonitic iron ore having vugs with 

yellowish brown colour. 

 

A B 

C D 

A B 

D C 
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Fig-4: Field photograph of A: Laminated ore. Thin lamina are marked by iron bands and 

leaching away of silica in between distinguish the lamina. B: Banded ore. Bands are 

well discernable due to selective leaching. C: Goethite ore exhibiting botryoidal 

structure. Sub-rounded masses pile up together with yellowish colour due to limonite 

encrustation.  

 

Petrography 

 

The predominant BIF members  in the 

study area includes banded hematite 

quartzite (BHQ), banded magnetite 

quartzite (BMQ), banded ferruginous 

quartzite and schists characterized by 

alternate bands of iron mineral and silica 

of varying thicknesses (Fig-4, A and B). 

Banded Iron Formation of the area 

comprises the iron minerals such as 

hematite, martitised magnetite, martite, 

specularite, limonite and goethite (Fig.4, 

A-D). The primary iron minerals have 

undergone marititisation, goethitisation 

and hematitisation to form the other iron 

minerals. Hematite is the abundant and 

dominating iron mineral in the study area. 

The BIF and the iron bodies comprise 

primary depositional, post depositional 

and diagenetic features. 

 

Petrographic characterisation with respect 

to micro-morphological features has been 

done using the microscopes (Leica labour 

lux 12 pol. and Leica DM 2500 P). Iron 

minerals, particularly magnetite and 

hematite, form bandings alternatively with 

quartzite (Fig-5 A). Ore microscopic study 

reveals that the common minerals of the 

study area are hematite, martite, 

magnetite, quartz, goethite, limonite and 

specularite (Fig-5, A-D). Magnetite may 

be considered as the primary mineral 

indicated by its vestiges in forms of grains, 

granules and skeletal patches in the BIF 

(Beura, 2008) (Fig-6, A and B). Other 

minerals have been developed at different 

diagenetic stages like the pre-. syn- and 

post-diagenetic environment from 

magnetite. Hematite is developed from 

magnetite through an intermediate mineral 

phase, martite by the process of 

martitisation. During the diagenetic stage 

A B 

C 
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hematite crystals are recrystallised after 

the magnetite (Fig-6, A & B) forming 

network texture (Fig-5 B). Specularite, 

goethite and limonite appear to be the 

second phase minerals that have been 

transformed both from magnetite and 

hematite (Fig-5, B, C & D). Long slender 

specular hematite (specularite) is 

developed in the pressure and/ or shear 

zone coexisting with magnetite, which 

indicates specularite has developed from 

magnetite instead of from hematite (Fig-5 

D) (Gruner, 1946 and James, 1954).  

 

 

Fig-5: Photomicrograph showing A: Thin laminations are well developed. Alternate bands of 

silica and iron minerals are well recorded. The iron bands often show blurring. B: 

Small patches of goethite and limonite (earthy and pink colour) are noted within the 

hematite. It is to note that thin thread (hair) of hematite (white) is developed after 

magnetite (grey) net work texture (X 100). C: Colloform texture is developed after 

hematite/goethite. D: Acicular specularite are developed from the magnetite through 

hematite (Microplaty Hematite) (X 100).  

 

Hematite is the dominating oxide facies in 

the BIF and is recrystallised after 

magnetite through martite and appears as 

coarse grains in magnetite base (Fig-6 B). 

Hematite grains grow to large size and are 

arranged in a band as continuous 

occurrence during the diagenesis. Under 

the microscope it appears either as 

continuous bands with prismatic crystals 

or small euhedral grains (Fig-6 A). 

Hematite often replaces the silica material 

to form iron ore bodies which are 

indicated by the convex outline of 

hematite grains (Fig-6 C). Goethite is the 

major and most common secondary 

mineral formed in the process of 

remobilization known as goethitisation 

along the cracks and cleavage planes. It 

occurs as both replacement and vein filling 

mineral showing colloform texture (Fig-5 

C). The fine grained magnetite and 

hematite are completely transformed to 

goethite where goethite is enclosing the 

hematite and also the latter mineral 

encloses the earlier one. (Fig-5 B and Fig-

6 D).  

 

 
 

  

A B 

D C 
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Fig- 6: Photomicrographs showing A: Hematite forming alternate bands with quartz. 

Magnetite (light grey colours) is getting transformed to hematite (white). B: Well 

developed crystal of hematite is seen in banding. It is a recrystallised hematite in 

magnetite base. C: Hematite ore replaces the silica showing convex outline against 

the latter (X 100). D: Goethite is formed after hematite and occur as small patches 

within the hematite. It is to note that goethite is enclosing the hematite and also the 

latter mineral encloses the earlier one (X 100). 

 

Discussion 

 

Hirapur Iron Formation, located in 

Umarkote Tahasil of Nawrangpur district, 

comprises the part of the Archaean 

Supracrustal lying in the transition zone 

between the Bastar craton and Eastern 

Ghats belt. The iron formation of the area 

is exposed in high-grade metamorphic 

terrain of the southern Odisha. The iron 

formation of Hirapur area is regarded as 

the equivalent of Bailadila iron ore series, 

which in turn is similar to the 

Badampahar-Gorumahisani-Suleipat belt 

of north Odisha. Despite their high grade 

metamorphism the rocks have preserved 

primary sedimentary banding and other 

features. Major litho units of the iron 

formation include BHQ, BMQ, BGQ and 

iron ore bodies of massive, laminated, 

lateritic and limonitic varieties. Associated 

rock types of the area include granulite, 

granite gneiss, amphibolite and granites. 

These have suffered metamorphism of 

amphibolites facies. Bandings in BIF may 

have been formed due to the diagenetic 

rearrangement of the sediments in 

hydroplastic stage. Hematite and 

magnetite are the major iron oxide mineral 

in the area followed by disseminated 

patches of martitised magnetite and 

martite. Specularite, goethite and limonite 

are formed from these minerals as the 

second generation minerals. All the iron 

minerals are evolved by some mechanism 

like martitisation, goethitisation and 

hematitisation under the process of 

recrystallisation and hydration. Ore 

microscopic study reveals a wide range of 

textural and structural features such as 

banding, replacement texture, colloform 

texture, cavity filling and network 

textures. 

 

A 

D 

B 

A 
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Abstract 

Importance of mining and mineral industries has been emphasized and adverse impacts of mineral 

exploitation are recognized. Two examples of alternative process of exploitation and use of minerals 

have been conceived to heal and repair environmental damage imbibed by usual process of mining 

and mineral exploitation in the modern society. These are (a) Encapsulation of synthetic fertilizer 

grains with natural Bentonite and (b) utilization of Fly Ash for agricultural practices after suitable 

alteration. 

Key words: Bentonite, Synthetic fertilizer, Fly Ash, Polysialate, Nutrient pump. 

Introduction 

Since Stone Age, minerals have been in use to 

keep the human civilization in progress. A host 

of metallic minerals like that of Fe, Mn, Cr, 

Cu, Ni etc., nonmetallic minerals such as 

Limestone, Dolomite, Clays etc. run all the 

basic industries; Coal, Petroleum, Natural Gas 

and Nuclear minerals provide energy at 

homes, factories and streets; Limestone, 

Marble, Granites and Rip-raps support the 

building industries and road-rail networks; 

fertilizer minerals like Phosphates, Nitrates 

and Gypsum have increased agricultural 

productivity and banished world hunger; 

precious metals like Gold and Platinum keep 

country’s fiscal economy healthy and along 

with precious stones like Diamond, Ruby and 

Emerald hold human vanity high. 

But the problems with mining and mineral 

industries are: 

1. Most nonmetallic minerals and fuels 

like Limestone, Dolomites, Coal and 

Oil occur in sedimentary rocks, the 

argillaceous components of which 

develop thick fertile residual soil and 

sustain dense vegetation and forest 

over the mineral properties. Similarly, 

the metallic minerals occur in pristine 

mountainous terrains whose ecological 

importance is presently held high. In 

either cases, mining activities, 

however carefully done imbibe 

adverse effects on environment, but 

cannot be stopped if progress and 

development of the society is to be 

achieved and maintained. Besides, 

mining activities are area specific and 

cannot be relegated to some other 

“safer sites” but can only be regulated 

and controlled for optimum benefit. 

2. By irony of fate, the mineral rich belts 

of the world are inhabited by natives 

who are poor and solely depend on the 

natural environment. The benefit of 

the resources generated by mining, 

which destroys their sources of 

livelihood, is pumped out to distant 

places leaving the natives with mere 

“Bread and Circus”. Education and 

awakening of the natives has brought 

out many socio-economic problems in 

mining and mineral industries. 

While actual mining activities imbibe physical 

scars on earth’s terrain, chemical pollution of 

the environment decrease biodiversity and 

generate economic imbalance and social 

unrest, a visionary exploitation of certain 

category of minerals can heal and prevent 

environmental damage caused by resources 
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used in the present technoholic society. Two 

such examples are cited below. 

1. Bentonite for greening of synthetic 

fertilizers. 

2. Fly Ash for greening of “White Deserts” 

and usher second Green Revolution. 

 

1. BENTTONITE FOR GREENING OF 

SYNTHETIC FERTILIZER 

 

Lunch is never free in Nature. Green 

Revolution, riding on the shoulder of synthetic 

fertilizers, brought food security in India but 

not without a cost. Vast tracts of land got 

salinitised and the entire water regime of the 

country, surface or ground water, in wells, 

streams, lakes, rivers and near shore coastal 

strip got polluted with Phosphates, Sulphates, 

Nitrates and Heavy Metals (Arsenic episode of 

Gangetic delta not excluded). This is a national 

issue more widespread than impact of mining 

in India. 

The Issue 

For every 100 kg of synthetic fertilizer 

applicated to land, only 40% is taken up by the 

plants and the rest, as much as 60%, is lost by 

dissolution removal from the site by runoff. 

Considering the total amount of synthetic 

fertilizer, that have been applicated on land 

during last 50 years period, the cumulative 

effect on the water regimes of the country, is 

considered alarming. No wonder, 50 years 

before one could directly drink water from any 

well, pond, stream and river in India but dares 

not to do it today. 

The Vision 

If the synthetic fertilizer, before release to the 

market, is encapsulated by providing a coating 

on the grains or granules with a suitable 

material, not soluble in water but allows plant 

to avail the macro- and micro nutrients from 

the encapsulated grains, the net result will be: 

- No loss of fertilizer by dissolution 

runoff 

- No pollution of water by the fertilizer 

elements 

-  Decrease in amount of fertilizer used 

without affecting  grain production 

- Decrease in requirement (production) 

of fertilizer and hence reduction of 

emission, effluents and energy use etc. 

- Lesser degree of soil degradation 

- Enable the plants to avail fertilizer 

elements as and when required during 

its growth period. 

 

The Wonder Mineral for Encapsulation 

Unless hydroponic, plants grow on soil and 

uptake their nutrients by Cation/Anion 

exchange through Clay minerals or organic 

complexes like Humic and Fulvic compounds 

(sketch, Fig. A). Clay, more specifically clay 

minerals are major constituents in soil and are 

not soluble in water. A double layer TOT type 

clay mineral (T stands for Silicon-Oxygen 

Tetrahedra and O stands for Aluminum-

Oxygen Octahedra) represented by a specie 

named Montmorillonite has the optimum 

exchangeable sites per unit cell formula and 

can be micronized to nano level without losing 

exchangeable capacity. On the other hand 

decrease in particle size increases its 

exchangeable capacity. This mineral is also 

flaky like mica, therefore capable of wrapping 

over grains and provides the thinnest possible 

layer over any grain size (sketch, Fig. B). This 

is a material popularly known as “Multani 

Matti” and used in naturo-therapy and beauty 

parlors to detoxify and clean skin by 

absorption exchange of toxic radicals from the 

pores of the skin. Natural Montmorillonite 

known as Bentonite is widely available in 

Cutch district of Gujarat and in many other 

places but does not require extensive mining. 
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Fig. A: Mechanism of uptake of nutrients by plants by exchange through clay. 
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Fig. B:  Top: Idealized Encapsulated Fertilizer grains. 

Bottom: 3 Angstrom wide Exchangeable site in Bentonite. 
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Such a micronized clay with a suitable 

adhesive, if sprayed over fertilizer grains or 

granules, will provide a water insoluble 

coating so that there will be no loss of 

fertilizer elements into water and hence no 

pollution. The plants can uptake fertilizer 

elements selectively as and when it requires by 

usual process of absorption/exchange through 

the exchangeable sites of the clay mineral. 

The importance of this “Nature given 

material” is that, being a soil mineral itself, the 

residue of the fertilizer-capsule after total 

uptake of the fertilizer elements, is not harmful 

but is a useful ingredient to the applicated 

land. 

Till today, waste-water treatment for pollution 

control and remediation of contamination has 

remained confined to the “curative measure” 

of modern technology which is very well 

known to usher Checks and Balance of Nature. 

That is, the water is purified, but added with 

some other agents ( less harmful 

contaminant?) or the pollutant isolated, 

dumped into some other eco sectors where it 

becomes a different pollutant or the residue 

remobilized to enter back to environment 

through another  utility channel. The present 

technique of runoff water pollution control by 

Bentonite encapsulation of fertilizer grains is a 

“preventive measure” and natural, therefore 

has no adverse downstream effects at all. It is 

also a challenge and opportunity for 

Mineralogists to enter into an applied field 

dominated by Chemical Engineers and 

Chemists only. 

 

2. FLY ASH FOR GREENING OF 

“WHITE DESERT” and USHER A 

SECOND GREEN REVOLUTION 

India produces more than 100 million tonnes 

of Fly Ash in its hundred and odd thermal 

power plants. Except for a small percentage of 

its use in construction and building industries 

more than 80% of the material remains 

dumped around the power plants in Tailing 

Dams and Mounds creating a bizarre of 

environmental problems such as pollution of 

land, soil, air and water. The disposal site is 

known as “The White Deserts”. Fly Ash 

disposal is land intensive. Presently about 

65,000 acres of land is occupied by these 

White Deserts in various power plants and by 

2015, this occupation is estimated to be in the 

order of 1000 square kilometre or one sq. 

metre per person in India. 

 

The problem 

 

Fly Ash is a saccharoidal material of average 

sand to silt size particles of spherical shape, 

evidently due to the mechanism of formation 

by “bubble bursting” in the furnace during 

coal combustion. The spherical particles, solid 

or empty, are known as cenosphere and 

plerosphere and possess surface area ten to 

hundred times the equivalent grain size and 

being amorphous (glassy) are highly reactive. 

Chemically, the ash is silica rich with some 

silicates of alkalis and alkaline earths and 

mineralogically, consists of high temperature 

silica polymorphs like Tridymite and minor 

amounts of Feldspars, Foids, Mullite and 

Magnetite (Tripathy 1989). Because of its fine 

size its mineralogy is best brought out by X-

Ray diffraction analysis and morphology is 

best observed under an electron microscope. 
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Fig. C: A typical set of X-Ray Diffractograms of Fly Ash for Mineral identification 

(Tripathy.1989) 

 

 

 
 

Fig. D: A typical set of electron micrographs of Fly Ash showing Cenospheres and Plerospheres 
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Fly Ash has been in use in building, 

construction and cement industries to a limited 

extent (maximum of 20 %) and some research 

efforts have been made for its use as a soil 

conditioner in agricultural practices and even 

as a weed killer. 

 

Vision for extended use in agriculture 

Interaction of Fly Ash and water forms an 

incrustation of polysialate on ash particle 

surface in due course of time (Table-1, Fig.1) 

(Sahu, 1990). The polysialate rind developed 

on particle surface are simple Zeolites. 

Zeolites are 3-D network of SiO4 tetrahedra of 

honey comb structure and possess numerous 

exchangeable sites. The dimension of the 

exchangeable sites in the mineral depends on 

the number of tetrahedral rings around (Co-

ordination Number) (Fig.2). A six fold Co-

ordination site has a space of about 0.6 A

, 

most ideal for accommodation of the heavy 

metals which act as micronutrient to plants. 

The 12 fold Co-ordination site has a space 

larger than 1 A

 and is ideal site to 

accommodate K cations and perhaps larger 

anionic radicals like Phosphates and Nitrate 

which are essential macronutrients. 

TABLE-1 
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Formation of a polysialate rind with such 

exchangeable sites makes the ash a store house 

of micro and macro nutrients on fertilizer 

application. Exchangeability being pH 

dependent, it is possible to prime selective 

intake and uptake of micro and macro 

nutrients in the exchangeable sites of Zeolite 

by controlling the pH of the soil environment. 

In other words, each ash particle with a 

polysialate incrustation becomes a mineral 

pump for nutrients needed by over-growing 

biomass. If succeeded, ash addition to soil can 

increase agricultural productivity and herald a 

second Green Revolution in this country. It is 

of course necessary to understand the 

crystallochemical properties of the polysialate 

and chemo dynamics of adsorption-desorption 

and exchange in the concerned Zeolites and 

simulate a series of experiments in this regard, 

before any large scale activity of ash addition 

to soil is undertaken, lest one may damage the 

soil with irreversible consequence. Because 

once ash is applicated to soil cannot be 

retrieved. 

However, the trial can be carried over Ash 

Ponds without any apprehension for 

transforming the “White Deserts” by growing 

green foliage. 

 

Ash as a Herbicide 

 

Dusting of domestic kitchen ash over plants 

and vegetable crops in kitchen garden 

(including Tulsi) for driving away insects is a 

common practice in rural India. The kitchen 

ash with high proportion of anhydrous oxides 

of alkalis and alkaline earths such as Na2O, 

K2O, CaO and MgO dehydrate (dehydrolyse) 

the animals eating away the plant parts. 

Classified Fly Ash can similarly be used for 

the same purpose. Besides, 80 % of the ash 

being glassy, the fine splinters on leaf surface 

when chewed, is likely to damage the oral 

cavity of the species, starving them to death. 

Even, when swallowed, the splinter would 

damage the food canal and destroy the insects 

in due course. Therefore alkali rich Fly Ash 

after suitable classification can be used as an 

herbicide. 
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Conclusion 

With proper understanding of various 

properties of Fly Ash and suitable 

modifications, Fly Ash can find extensive use 

in agricultural practices and ease the burden of 

accumulation in the back yard of coal based 

thermal power plants. 
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 SGAT News 

 State Level EMAP 2017 

State Level Environment-cum-Mineral 

Awareness Programme was held on 7 

& 8 January 2017 at Bhubaneswar. 

Students of 13 schools from different 

mining and industrial regions of 

Odisha participated in the programme. 

The programme comprised of visits to 

Regional Museum of Natural History, 

Regional Science and Pre-historic Life 

Park, Meteorological Centre and 

Regional Plant Resource Centre; 

written test; identification of 

photographs, rock and mineral 

samples and plant specimens and oral 

quiz. Saraswati Sishu Vidya Mandir, 

Gajapati Nagar, Berhampur was 

adjudged the overall best team of the 

event. SGAT felicitated two youth 

icons namely Pratyasha Ray and S N 

Surajbhan for the distinctive 

achievement at national level. 

Pratyasha Ray, a student of Class IX 

of BJEM School, Bhubaneswar is the 

recipient of several Gold Medals in 

Swimming events held in National & 

International levels. S N Surajbhan, a 

student of Class X also of BJEM 

School is a prolific writer. He has 

authored 3 books and is recipient of 

several awards. The valedictory 

session of the State Level EMAP was 

graced by the presence of Dr P K 

Mishra, former Secretary to Govt. of 

India, Ministry of Coal; Dr V P 

Upadhyay, Adviser, Ministry of 

Environment & Forest & Climate 

Change, Dr S K Tamotia, former 

CMD of NALCO, Dr S C Sahoo, 

Director IMD among others. The 

event was sponsored by Odisha 

Mining Corporation with EMIL, 

Rungta Mines, D R Pattnaik and 

MGM Minerals extending support.  

 

 International Earth Science 

Olympiad-2017 

The International Earth Science 

Olympiad was conducted by SGAT in 

its own building on 22 January, 2017. 

SGAT was represented by Shri B K 

Mohanty, Advisor (Centre In-Charge), 

Sri Girija Prasad Mohapatra 

(Invigilator), Sri J R Patnaik, Sri T 

Mohanta and Shri S K Mohanty, 

General Secretary. Twenty three 

students representing DAV Public 

Schools, Unit-8 and Pokhariput, 

Mothers Public School and KIIT 

International School had registered. 

Twenty students took the test. The 

SGAT team evaluated the answer 

sheets and made all arrangements for 

holding the test. The answer sheets, 

expenditure statement and all other 

relevant papers were sent to 

Geological Society of India. 

 

 Vision Document 2030 

Govt. of Odisha had entrusted SGAT 

the job of preparing Vision Document 

2030 for Steel and Mines Department. 

Accordingly the Document was 

structured under twelve chapters. 

Draft in respect of eight chapters 

(Mineral Exploration; Laboratory 

Facilities; Legislative Provisions; 

Mineral Concessions; Production and 

Export; Infrastructure; Mineral based 

Industries; Education & Training and 

Mining Revenue and Budget 

Provision) was submitted to Govt. 

during March, 2017 and draft on 

additional two chapters (Corporate 

Social Responsibility and 

Administration & Organisational 

Setup) was submitted during April 

2017. 

 

Though members like Dr R C 

Mohanty, Dr B M Faruque, Mr R N 

Sahu and Mr A B Panigrahi have 
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contributed significantly, Mr B K 

Mohanty, Adviser has put an 

admirable effort in drafting the entire 

Vision Document. 

 

 Observation of Earth Day 

On the occasion of the Earth Day an 

invited lecture was organized by the 

Society on 22
nd

 April 2016 in SGAT 

Conference hall.  Mr M G Rao, retired 

Deputy Director General, Geological 

Survey of India, Hyderabad delivered 

a talk on “Saga of East Coast 

Bauxite”. Delegates representing 

various organizations including GSI, 

NALCO, Vedanta Limited, IMMT-

Bhubaneswar, Directorate of Geology 

of Govt. of Odisha and SGAT 

attended the event and participated in 

discussions. 

 

 Workshop on Stakeholders’ 

consultation on draft Vision 

Document 2030 

Workshop was organized on 8 June 

2017 in SGAT Conference Hall. 

Thirty three stakeholders representing 

Regional office of MoEF & CC, GSI, 

MCL, Indian Rare Earths Ltd., 

Directorate of Mines & Geology, 

OMC Ltd., Tata Steel Ltd., Tata 

Sponge, Essel Mining India Ltd., OCL 

India Ltd, Vedanta Aluminium, M/s S 

N Mohanty, Agrawal Graphite 

Industries and M/s K  C Pradhan and 

nineteen EC members attended. 

Principal Secretary to Govt. of Odisha, 

Steel & Mines Department; Special 

Secretary, Department of Steel & 

Mines; Special Secretary, Department 

of Forest & Environment, Director of 

Mines and Director of Geology 

attended on behalf of Govt. of Odisha. 

Sri B K Mohanty welcome the 

dignitaries and Director of Mines 

spoke on the objective of the 

workshop and explained why this 

stupendous task has been assigned to 

SGAT. Sri S K Mohanty made a 

power point presentation on the salient 

features of twelve chapters 

incorporated in the draft document. In 

a brain-storming session stakeholders 

like OCL India Ltd., IREL, Tata Steel 

and Directorate of Mines submitted 

their views for incorporation in the 

final document. Principal Secretary 

and Directorate of Mines delivered 

concluding remarks. At the end Mr 

Deepak Mohanty, Director of Mines 

offered formal vote of thanks. 

 

 Installation of roof top Solar Power 

A 6 kWp grid connected roof top Solar 

Power Project was installed on the 

SGAT building. The project was 

started in mid-May and was completed 

by end of June 2017. 
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Student and teacher participants of State Level 

EMAP in front of the Regional Museum of 

Natural History on 07.01.2017 

 

Participants of State Level EMAP with Shri Sarat 

Chandra Sahu, Director, Meteorological Centre, 

Bhubaneswar on 07.01.2017 

 

 

  
 

Written Test of participants of State Level EMAP 

at SGAT Council Hall on 07.01.2017 

 

Participants of State Level EMAP assembled in 

the Conference Hall of SGAT for identification 

of photographs on 07.01.2017 

 

 

  
 

Participating students and organisers during State 

Level EMAP on 07.01.2017 

 

Participating students and teachers enjoying the 

Flower Exhibition at Ekamra Kanan on 

08.01.2017 
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Student and teacher participants of State Level 

EMAP being explained about different rock and 

mineral samples on 08.01.2017 

 

 

 

Participants being explained about leaves of 

different plants on 08.01.2017 

  
 

The young swimming star Ms Pratyasha Ray and 

the young writer Mr S N Surajbhan with other 

dignitaries on dais during the valedictory session 

of the State Level EMAP on 08.01.2017 

 

 

 

Participating teachers of State Level EMAP being 

presented mementos by Dr S K Tamotia during 

the valedictory session of the State Level EMAP 

on 08.01.2017 

  
 

Ms Pratyasha Ray, winner of several National 

and International Gold medals in swimming and 

Mr S N Surajbhan, a young but prolific writer 

being felicitated by Dr P K Mishra during the 

valedictory session of the State Level EMAP on 

08.01.2017 

 

Participants of Saraswati Sishu Vidya Mandir, 

Gajapati Nagar, Berhampur receiving the trophy 

from Mr B K Mohanty and Dr P K Mishra on 

being adjudged the overall best team of State 

Level EMAP on 08.01.2017 
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Mr M G Rao, Former Deputy Director General, 

Geological Survey of India, Hyderabad on dais 

with Dr S K Sarangi, President and Mr B K 

Mohanty, Advisor during celebration of Earth 

Day on 22.04.2017 

 

 

Mr M G Rao delivering a talk on “Saga of East 

Coast Bauxite” during celebration of Earth Day 

in SGAT Conference Hall on 22.04.2017 

  
 

Mr B K Mohanty, Advisor, SGAT welcoming the 

participants of the Workshop on Stakeholders' 

Meet on Vision Document 2030 in SGAT 

Conference Hall on 08.06.2017 

 

Mr S K Mohanty, General Secretary, SGAT 

presenting the salient features of Vision 

Document 2030 in SGAT Conference Hall on 

08.06.2017 

 

  
 

Participants of the Workshop on Stakeholders' 

Meet on Vision Document 2030 in SGAT 

Conference Hall on 08.06.2017 

 

Participants engrossed in the presentation during 

the Workshop on Stakeholders' Meet on Vision 

Document 2030 in SGAT Conference Hall on 

08.06.2017 
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Mr R K Sharma, Principal Secretary, Steel & 

Mines Department, Govt. of Odisha being 

presented copies of SGAT publications during 

Stakeholders' Meet on Vision Document 2030 

on 08.06.2017 

 

 

Principal Secretary, Steel & Mines Department 

giving observations on the presentation of Draft 

Vision Document 2030 in SGAT Conference Hall 

on 08.06.2017 

 
 

 

Mr Deepak Mohanty, Director of Mines 

commenting on the presentation of Draft 

Vision Document 2030 in SGAT Conference 

Hall on 08.06.2017 

 

Mr R K Sharma, Principal Secretary, Steel & Mines 

and Mr Deepak Mohanty, Director of Mines visiting 

the SGAT Museum on 08.06.2017 

 

 

  
 

Mr B K Mohanty, Advisor, SGAT offering 

coconut while switching on the Solar Power 

Inverter on 01.07.2017 

 

Mr B K Mohanty, Advisor among others during the 

inauguration of the Solar Power Inverter on 

01.07.2017 
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 News about Members 

 

 Recently Prof. Madhab C. Dash was 

felicitated by Sambalpur University in 

their Golden Jubilee function for his 

contribution to the growth of the 

University. Hon'ble Chief Minister 

was the Chief Guest of the function 

 

 Professor Dr Nachiketa Das has been 

appointed as a Member of the 

Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) 

for the National Atlas and Thematic 

Mapping Organisation (NATMO). A 

meeting of the TAC was held on the 

22
nd

 of March 2017. 

 

 On the initiative of the Executive 

Director and Basin Manager, 

Mahanadi, Bengal and Andaman, 

ONGC, Shri G. P. Mohapatra, Addl. 

Director General (Retd), and Dr. B. M. 

Faruque, Director (Retd), Geological 

Survey of India, conducted a field 

workshop week on the topic 

“Quaternary Geology of the coastal 

tract of Odisha” for the young 

geologists and geophysicist of Oil and 

Natural Gas Corporation. This  

covered the entire stretch of coastal 

belt, starting from Digha (West 

Bengal) to Gopalpur (Odisha), 

traversing through Digha-Talseri-

Subarnarekha, Chandipur-

Burhabalang, Bhitarkanika, Pentha, 

Paradip, Astarang, Chandrabhaga-

Kushabhadra, Puri-Mangalakat, 

Satpara, Arakhakud, Chilka Lagoon, 

Balugaon Anorthosite, Rambha, Palur-

Malud spit, Rushikulya, Aryapalli 

heavy mineral deposits of OSCOM, 

IRE at Matikhalo, dunes of three 

generations – the older ones with the 

red sediments, the traces of 

palaeoshoreline along Tampara Lake 

and the processes of coastal erosion 

and accretion along the coast. Mr. C. 

Mohapatra, E. D. and Basin Manager, 

MBA, Dr. S. K. Das, General 

Manager, Mahanadi Bengal Andaman 

Basin, ONGC, Kolkata and Dr. P. K. 

Padhi, GM, ONGC, Bhubaneswar also 

participated in the Field Conference, 

held in the first week of February 

2017. 

 

 New Members 

 

832 Prof Om Prakash Varma 

Executive President,  

Indian Geological Congress 

Roorkee – 247667 

Uttarakhand  

 

Tel: +91 9557173245 (M) 

        +91 921941432 (M) 

        +91 1332 273407 (R) 

        +91 1332 277827 (W) 

Email: igcroorkee@gmail.com  

 

833 Mr Harkesh Meena 

Regional Controller of Mines 

Indian Bureau of Mines, 

Plot No. 149, In front of CPWD 

Office, 

Pokhariput, 

Bhubaneswar -751020 

 

Email: 57harkesh@gmail.com  

 

  

mailto:igcroorkee@gmail.com
mailto:57harkesh@gmail.com
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834 Dr Prabhakar Sangurmath 

General Manager (Co-ord) 

Hutti Gold Mines Co. Ltd. (HGML) 

P.O.: HUTTI – 584115 

Dist: Raichur 

Karnataka 

 

Tel: +919880947988 

Email: 

prabhakar_sangurmath@rediffmail.com 

 

835 Dr (Ms) Nandita Mahanta 

Asst. Professor, 

P. G. Department of Earth Sciences, 

Sambalpur University, 

Jyoti Vihar, Burla – 768019 

 

Tel: +919437758992 

Email: 

nandita.mahanta12@gmail.com 

 

836 Mr. Veerendra Singh 

Principal Scientist, Tata Steel Ltd. 

Flat No - 56, C-Type Professional Flats 

Road No - 9, Farm Area, Kadma 

Jamshedpur – 831005 

 

Tel: +919204058190 

Email: veerendra.singh@tatasteel.com  

837 Dr. Y. Rama Murthy 
Principal Researcher, 

Ferro Alloys and Minerals Research 

Group  

Research and Development Division 

Tata Steel Ltd. 

Near Burma Mines Gate 

Jamshedpur-831007 

 

Tel: +919204058852 

        +91 657 6646853 (O) 

Email: yrama.murthy@tatasteel.com, 

            murthyrrl@gmail.com  

 

838 Dr N Ramanujam 

Former Professor & Head 

Department of Disaster Management 

Pondicherry University, Port Blair 

13, 10
th
 Cross Street 

Dr Radhakrishnan Nagar, 

Moolakulam,  

Pondicherry – 605010 

 

Tel: +91 9434288252 

        03192-261520 (Telefax) 

Email: nrvocgeology@gmail.com, 

            nrvocgeology@yahoo.co.in  

 

839 Nihar Ranjan Satpathy 

Dy. General Manager (Mines) 

Qr. No. D/85, OPGC Township, 

Banharpali 

Jharsuguda 

Odisha 

 

Tel: +91 9338715450 

Email: 

niharsatpathy1973@gmail.com  

 

 

 

  

mailto:prabhakar_sangurmath@rediffmail.com
mailto:nandita.mahanta12@gmail.com
mailto:veerendra.singh@tatasteel.com
mailto:yrama.murthy@tatasteel.com
mailto:murthyrrl@gmail.com
mailto:nrvocgeology@gmail.com
mailto:nrvocgeology@yahoo.co.in
mailto:niharsatpathy1973@gmail.com
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OBITUARY 

 

(1940 - 2017) 

Sri S N Padhi was born on 3 July 1940 at Berhampur, Odisha. Sri Padhi had a bright academic career 

throughout. He was an alumnus of Indian School of Mines, Dhanbad (1960). He secured first position 

in India in the First Class Mine Managers’ (Coal) Certificate Examination. He also held Surveyor’s 

and First Class Mine Managers’ (Metalliferous) Certificate. During initial period of his service, he 

worked in some deep and productive coal mines (Ningah, Sripur, Girmit, Kunustoria, Amlabad) of 

companies of international repute like Andrew Yule Group, Turner Morrison, KCT Group etc. Sri 

Padhi joined Directorate General of Mines Safety (DGMS) as a Deputy Director in 1967 and was 

promoted to the post of Joint Director, Director, Deputy Director General and eventually, in the last 

rung of his illustrious career, to the position of Director General on 1 January 1998. An accomplished 

professional of mines safety of the country, Sri Padhi left his indelible mark wherever he worked. His 

inimitable professionalism brought him laurels in his work sphere and beyond. Accident rates in 

mines were brought down remarkably in the sub-regions, regions, zones at country level and he 

earned accolades when fatality and serious injury rates in mines came down drastically and reached 

the lowest in 1998-99 in the country during his tenure as Director General. Sri Padhi retired on 

superannuation as Director General of Mines Safety, Government of India on 31.07.2000 with 33 

years' service in the Department including his tenure of 2 years 7 months as DGMS. He has the 

distinction of being the only Odia so far to become DGMS. Besides, he was also the member of the 

Board of Directors of OMC Ltd, Bhubaneswar and Independent Director in Manganese Ore (India) 

Limited, Nagpur. 
 

An expert in the field of Mine Planning, Mines Safety Engineering, Legislation, Training and Human 

Resource Development, Innovative Mining Systems, Slope Stability, Mine Environment & Pollution 

Control, Blasting, Strata Control, Disaster Control and Management, Mechanisation of Opencast and 

Underground mines etc., Sri Padhi has authored about fifty technical papers presented at International 

and National fora and published in prestigious journals. 

 

A widely travelled man, Sri Padhi had visited several times United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, 

Australia and South Africa on various assignments. 

 

In true sense Mr Padhi was a suave and pleasing personality. Innocence and humour were the 

hallmarks of his character. 

 

He was the Advisor of Society of Geoscientists and Allied Technologists. His deep involvement in 

Society’s activities and valuable advice made him very popular amongst SGAT members. 

 

Sri Padhi left for heavenly abode on 5 April 2017 at Bhubaneswar. He is survived by his wife and two 

daughters. We deeply mourn his death and pray that his soul may rest in peace and family members 

gain strength to bear the irreparable loss. 

Members of SGAT 
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OBITUARY 

 

(1936-2017) 

Professor (Dr) Bishwanath Dash was born on November 4, 1936 in a middle class family of 

Hulurisinga village near Angul, Odisha. He passed matriculation in 1952, securing an enviable second 

position in the merit list of Best Tens of the year. He continued his brilliant academic career and after 

completion of M.Sc. (Geology) in the first batch of Utkal University joined the noble profession of 

teaching in the Geology Department of Utkal University, then housed at Ravenshaw College, Cuttack. 

He subsequently completed his Ph. D degree (1964-67) under the guidance of famous Professor 

Bowess of Glasgow University of Scotland. On return to the Department, he continued as the Reader 

in Geology. He became the Professor of Geology in 1979 and occupied the honored Tata Chair. In 

between, he was also deputed as the Director, Text Book Authority for odia translation of technical 

subjects. 

 

During his glorious teaching career, he accomplished many important research projects, the 

commendable one among them being the genesis of Eastern Ghats rocks and its association with 

graphite mineralization. He guided and supervised the work of many research scholars for their PhD 

work and published widely acclaimed technical geoscientific papers in the national and international 

journals. Prior to his retirement in the year 1996 as the Head of the Department (Geology), Prof. Dash 

pursued many developmental works in the field of teaching and research. Subsequently, he was also 

offered with the post of Research Associate under the British Council for various prestigious research 

projects. 

 

Professor Dash possessed an unassuming personality with his soft, simple and humble profile. He was 

revered amongst the students as an ideal teacher. Towards later part of his life, he was inclined 

towards the spiritual consciousness of SAI philosophy and wished to remain insulated from the 

geoscientific discourses. His silent passing away from this world on 14
th
 May 2017 has created an 

irreplaceable void in the faculty of geosciences. 

 

Members of SGAT deeply mourn his demise and join the bereaved family and pray to the Almighty to 

rest his soul in peace. 

 

 

Members of SGAT 
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 SUBMISSION OF PAPERS FOR 

SGAT BULLETIN  

(Instruction to Authors) 

 

Research papers, review articles, short 

communications, announcements and 

letters to editors are invited on topics like 

geosciences, mineral exploration, mining, 

materials science, metallurgy, mineral 

industry and trade, mineral economics, 

environment, education, research and 

development, legislation and infrastructure 

related to mining, mineral policy and 

mineral development planning.  

 

Submission of manuscript implies that the 

same is original, unpublished and is not 

being considered for publication 

elsewhere. Two copies, complete in all 

respect (with copies of figures and tables) 

are required to be submitted. Originals of 

figures and tables should be enclosed 

separately. Each manuscript must 

accompany a soft copy of the entire 

material prepared in Microsoft Word. The 

figures, if any, may be submitted in JPEG/ 

TIFF/ BMP format. Both the text files and 

figures may be written on a CD/DVD and 

should be submitted with the manuscript. 

The copies of manuscripts, strictly in 

accordance with the instructions to authors 

given below may be sent to the editor of 

the bulletin.  

 

Journal Format: A-4 size 

Language:  English 

Manuscripts:  Manuscripts should be 

computer typed in double spacing with 

wide margins in one side of A-4 size paper 

(size 12 point Times New Roman font). 

The title page should include the title of 

the paper, name(s) of author(s) and 

affiliation(s). The title should be as brief as 

possible. An informative abstract of not 

more than 500 words is to be included in 

the beginning. Not more than 5 key words 

are to be listed at the end of the abstract. 

Text of research papers and review articles 

should not exceed 4000 words. The short 

communication is for quick publication 

and should not exceed 1200 words. 

Headings: Different headings should be in 

the following format. 

(a) Title: Centrally aligned, bold, capital 

(b) Author(s): Centrally aligned, short 

name, bold, first letter of all words 

capital followed by communication 

address (Not Bold, Italic) 

(c) Abstract: Justified alignment, italic, 

bold heading 

(d) Key words: Justified alignment 

(e) Primary heading: Left aligned, bold, 

capital 

(f)  Secondary heading: Left aligned, first 

letter of each word capital 

(g) Tertiary heading: Left aligned, first 

letter of first word capital 

(h) Acknowledgements: Left aligned, bold, 

first letter capital 

(i) References: Left aligned, bold, first 

letter capital 

(j)  Figure Caption: Centrally aligned, first 

letter of first word capital, below the 

figure 

(k) Table Caption: Centrally aligned, first 

letter of first word capital, at the top of 

the table  

 

Illustrations: All illustrations should be 

numbered consecutively and referred to in 

the text. They should confirm to A-4 size 

and carry short captions. Lettering inside 

figure should be large enough to 

accommodate up to 50% reduction. One 

set of hard copy of all figures (either 

tracing in ink or laser prints) should be 

provided in a separate envelope marked 

“Original Figures”. Photographs should be 

of good quality with excellent contrast, 

printed on glossy paper. Colour photos are 

acceptable, provided the author(s) bear the 

cost of reproduction. Figure captions 

should be provided on separate sheet.  

 

Tables: Each table must be provided with 

a brief caption and must be numbered in 

the order in which they appear in the text. 

Table should be organised within A-4 size 

and should be neatly typed for direct 

reproduction. Tables will not be typeset by 

the printer, so their clarity and appearance 

in print should be taken into account while 

the author(s) prepare(s) them. Use of 10 

points Times New Roman/Arial Font for 

table is recommended. 
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References:  

 

(a) References in the text should be with 

the name of the author(s) followed by 

the year of publication in parenthesis, 

i.e. Patnaik (1996); Patnaik & Mishra 

(2002); Nayak et al. (2001) 

 

(b)  Reference list at the end of the 

manuscript should be in alphabetical 

order, in the following format: 

Sehgal, R.K. and Nanda, A.C. (2002) 

Paleoenvironment and paleoecology 

of the lower and middle Siwalik sub-

groups of a part of North-western 

Himalayas. Jr. Geol. Soc. Ind, vol. 

59, pp. 517-529 

 

(c) Articles from the books should 

follow the format given below:  

 

Windley, B.F. and Razakamanana, T. 

(1996) The Madagascar – India 

connection in a Gondwana 

framework. (In Santosh, M. and 

Yoshida, M.  Eds.) 

 

The Archaean and Proterozoic 

terrains of South India within East 

Gondwana. Gond. Res. Group Mem. 

No.3, Field Sci. Publ., OSAKA, pp. 

25-37 

(d) Books should be referred to as: 

Sengupta, S.M. (1994) Introduction 

to sedimentology. Oxford and IBH 

Publ. Co. Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi, 314 

pp. 

 

Submission of manuscript: 

Manuscripts strictly confirming to the 

above format should be mailed directly to 

Editor in his mailing address available in 

the bulletin. Manuscripts not confirming to 

the format of the journal will be returned. 

 

All the manuscripts confirming to the 

standard format of the bulletin will be 

reviewed by specialist referees before 

publication. 

 

Page proofs: One set of page proofs will 

be sent to the corresponding author, to be 

checked for typesetting only. No major 

changes are allowed at the proof stage. 

Proof should be returned within three 

days.  

 

Reprints: 10 free reprints of each 

published article will be supplied to the 

corresponding author. Additional reprints 

can be ordered through payment at the 

proof reading stage.  
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